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TO: Members of the External Advisory Committee on School Choice (EAC) 
CC: Helen Dájer and Hardin Coleman, Co-Chairs of the EAC 
FROM: Laura Perille and Israel Ruiz, Co-Chairs, Data Subcommittee; Craig Lankhorst, Co-Chair, Quality & 

Equitable Access Subcommittee 
DATE: October 21, 2012 
 
RE: Draft/Working list of possible Equity Balance Strategies & Assignment Options for review 
 
The EAC is preparing for a series of working sessions to narrow the scope of proposals under continued 
consideration and to determine the specific elements that EAC would like to see in one or more revised models 
that will be presented back to the full EAC in its November meetings, for further review and discussion prior to 
making any final recommendations for a new student assignment system.  The student assignment 
components outlined by the EAC may draw from the wide range of proposals and suggestions developed both 
by BPS and by other parties. 
 
As outlined in the EAC decision-making process memo (10/19/12), a comprehensive School Choice & Student 
Assignment System includes two major components which together can be used to develop a system that 
addresses equitable access as well as quality closer to home: 
 

A. Zones & Maps – The zones and resulting map boundaries represent the geographic distribution of 
school choice options.  This includes the size of the zones, the number of school choices within each 
zone, as well as their geographic locations. 
 

B. Equity Balance Strategies & Assignment Options – These include a range of possible “assignment 
interventions” or options built into the choice and assignment process to increase equitable access to 
quality schools.  These may include priorities built into the assignment algorithm (such as sibling 
preference and walk zone priority), as well as other modifications the EAC may include in its final 
recommendations.  The Equity Balance Strategies recognize and address three issues: first, that BPS 
does not currently have 100% access to quality schools for all children under today’s system – nor will 
that change immediately under any new assignment system.  Second, they recognize that the 
distribution of diversity and the different groups (i.e., SPED, ELL, etc.) across the smaller geographical 
zones is uneven. And third, the options and strategies should be designed to adapt to the dynamic 
nature of school quality, student population and demographics. While continued improvements to 
increase that quality are vital – and are the ongoing responsibility of the district – Equity Balance 
Strategies offer a way to mitigate and address different levels of equitable access across zones in the 
near-term future. 
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Below, we have assembled a list of potential assignment interventions for EAC consideration, drawing from the 
range of student assignment proposals presented by BPS and other parties.  The list begins with the current 
priorities built into the BPS assignment algorithm.  The EAC may recommend that all current priorities continue 
under any new system.  It may also choose to recommend modifications or additional options to address the 
goals of equitable access and quality closer to home.  For each potential assignment option listed, we include 
Questions/Considerations that would need to be analyzed in relation to one or more specific zone models.  
Note that some options will work better with certain proposed zone configurations than others, while other 
options are “zone-neutral” and may work across a variety of zone configurations.   Finally, this list is a starting 
point and not all-inclusive – other options may be added over the course of EAC deliberations. 
 
Current  Assignment Priorities in the BPS student assignment algorithm: 
1. Sibling + walk zone  
2. Sibling  
3. Walk zone (a priority for 50% of available seats)  
4. Random Number (as a tie breaker)  
 
Draft/Working list of possible additional Equity Balance Strategies & Assignment Options: 
1. High Support/Turnaround Priority  [Source:  BPS Proposals, October 2012]:   

Students with a High Support or Turnaround School (32 schools as of September 2012) in their Walk Zone 
would receive an additional Priority in the algorithm, for schools outside their Walk Zone but inside their 
Assignment Zone.  This would improve their access to higher quality schools outside of their Walk Zone. 

Questions/Considerations: 
a. How would this Priority interact with other Priorities in the algorithm (sibling, walk zone) – what 

order should it fall in the assignment algorithm? 
b. For each proposed zone, how would this new Priority impact seat availability and access to other 

schools that families might select using the High Support/Turnaround Priority? 
c. How would the algorithm change to adjust to changes or improved quality in the High 

Support/Turnaround Schools?  Would this algorithm option fall away as schools improved? 
 

2. Quality Priority [Source:  EAC Deliberations, Summer 2012]:  
Students in Assignment Zones with a lower percentage of High/Medium quality schools would receive an 
additional Priority in the algorithm for schools outside of their Assignment Zone.  This would improve their 
access to higher quality schools outside of their Walk Zone. This could function as an “opt out” option for 
families until such time as the quality of schools in their zone reaches the threshold of 60% or higher (or 
another benchmark determined by the committee).   

Questions/Considerations: 
a. What would be the best quality threshold to trigger this Quality Priority?  Zones with fewer than 

60% High/Medium quality schools?  Using the MAPC/Levinson School Quality Indicator or the BPS 
MCAS Quadrant Analysis? 

b. How would the algorithm change to adjust to changes or improved quality in any zones, if they rise 
above the 60% threshold over time?  Would this algorithm option fall away as schools improved? 

c. How would this Priority interact with other Priorities in the algorithm (sibling, walk zone) – what 
order should it fall in the assignment algorithm? 

d. How would this new zone impact seat availability and access to other schools that families might 
select using the High Support/Turnaround Priority? 

e. Would the Quality Priority be applied in one additional zone paired to each zone that qualifies for 
the Priority, or would families be able to use the Priority for any school in any zone? 

f. Depending on the number of zones in any proposed final plan, are there other scenarios in which 
an “opt-out” option allowing families to choose outside of their zone, might be considered?  With 
or without transportation? 
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3. Paired Zones  [Source:  Weiss “Paired Zone”  and Johnson “Neighborhood Plus” Plan Presentations, 

10/10/12, Graf revised “Paired Schools” Proposal, submitted 10/19/12]: 
This option would link or “pair” zones in order to balance equitable access to higher quality schools as well 
as diversity, by linking two zones (not necessarily adjacent to each other) into a virtual “non-contiguous” 
zone for the purposes of school choice and student assignment.  Families in either “paired” zone would be 
able to choose schools from either zone, following any designated priorities in the algorithm (existing 
priorities including sibling, walk zone) or any possible additions (e.g., High Support/Turnaround Priority).  
Zone pairing could be optimized to balance equitable access to quality schools (pairing zones with lower 
access to zones with higher access), minimize transportation (by linking two neighborhoods, rather than 
larger zones), and support diversity (by linking neighborhoods with different patterns of socioeconomic 
and racial/cultural diversity).   
 Questions/Considerations: 

a. What would be the appropriate quality threshold to determine zone pairing?  For example, should 
it pair schools with less than 60% access to High/Medium quality schools to zones with greater 
than 60% access?  Or should another benchmark be considered by the EAC?  

b. What is the optimal number of zones for pairing to work?  Would this option work with 9, 11 or 23 
zones, and which would one would be the best fit?  What are the various configurations of pairing?  
What would be the relative impact on “closer to home,” “choice,” and “predictability” of using this 
model in 23 zones versus 11 or 9 zones?   

a. For example, if applied to the 23-zone configuration, families would go from having a 
choice of 2-4 schools in 23 residential zones to roughly 4-8 schools in two neighborhoods, 
or the equivalent of 11-12 virtual assignment zones.   

c. How would pairing work with existing priorities, particularly Walk Zone?  Would the walk zone 
priority in the higher quality paired zone block access to families from the lower quality paired 
zone?  Would this vary depending on the size/number of zones?  Could this be optimized? 

d. How would this option interact with another assignment option such as the Quality or High 
Support/Turnaround Priority?  What impact would that have on either increasing, balancing or 
decreasing access to higher quality schools for families across both paired zones? 

e. How would the algorithm change to adjust to changes or improved quality in any zones, if they rise 
above the 60% threshold over time?  Would this algorithm option fall away as schools improve? 

 
4. Parent Compacting  [Source:  “Quality Choice” Plan Presentation, 10/10/12]:   

This option is designed to allow groups of families (proposed range from 2-11 families) to group together 
and apply for seats in under-chosen schools with open seats.  This option would kick in during the 2nd 
round of student assignment/lottery for under-selected schools.  According to data from the proposal, 
roughly 9-11 schools would have been eligible for this option in 2012.   

Questions/Considerations: 
a. Is this option plan-neutral?  Could it work in a variety of models, regardless of number of zones? 

 
5. Increase City-wide Magnet Schools  [Source:  “Quality Choice” Plan Presentation, 10/10/12]:   

This option was proposed to be matched with a small-zone model (4 schools from each child’s address) in 
order to mitigate the inequitable access that would result from smaller zones absent other interventions.  
All students could choose schools from their home zone or apply to one of the citywide magnet schools.  
The model proposes that BPS create 16 new citywide magnet schools to make this model work (up from 
just one at present). 

Questions/Considerations: 
a. What is the feasibility of a dramatic increase in citywide schools and in what time-frame?   
b. How might future transportation costs be impacted by the presence of so many citywide schools, 

and the need to transport students from all over the city to those schools? 


